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A.T. Club Listening Sessions Report 
 

The ATC’s new strategic plan goals of Engaged Partners and Broader Relevancy focus on the 
need for strengthening partnerships and making connections to new audiences. Between May 
and August 2015 the ATC held listening sessions with 97% of the 31 A.T. clubs, with only one 
club abstaining, to gain insights on what is working well, what needs the clubs have, how strong 
the relationships are with cooperative management partners and A.T. Communities, how clubs 
are reaching new audiences, and what they need to be more effective. This project was an 
undertaking of the Partner Communications and Resources Committee and the Youth and 
Diversity Committee of the Stewardship Council, with support provided by ATC/USFS/Mobilize 
Green intern Allison Williams.  
 
Executive Summary 
Overall, the clubs expressed appreciation for the opportunity to be heard in this way, particularly 
if it helps inform positive changes for the cooperative management of the A.T. By far the 
greatest news we heard is that clubs are doing a great job with maintenance of their section of 
Trail and largely feel supported by ATC’s regional offices. The greatest takeaways from the 
listening sessions are that we should collectively improve our outreach and inclusion to young 
and diverse people, and strengthen the capacity of clubs to meet the broad range of potential, 
with a focus on sharing best-practices and volunteer development.  
 
The ten questions we asked are roughly segmented into “Engaged Partners” and “Broader 
Relevancy” sections and were:  

 
1. What is your club doing well? 
2. If you have unmet training needs, what are they? 
3. How could ATC and its regional office better support your work? 
4. How could APPA and/or your local land managing agencies better support your work? 
5. Do you think A.T. Communities are an asset to your club or the A.T. generally? Why or 

why not? 
6. Describe how your club is reaching young or diverse people to participate in your club. 
7. What do you think are the greatest challenges or barriers for your club to work with or 

reach new audiences? 
8. What do you need to overcome these barriers and challenges? 
9. How does your club define diversity? 
10. (Time to dream big for the future!) Finish this sentence as it pertains to your club, 

“Wouldn’t it be great if…” 
 
Methodology: The invitation to clubs encouraged participation from several people in various 
roles in the organization. Answers from clubs were derived in myriad ways, including polls of 
club membership or board, or answers from those on the call. Each club did it a bit differently. 
Therefore, for instances where those on the call provided answers, the answers may not be fully 
inclusive of the broader perspectives that may have been shared if participation on the call was 
different.  
 
The following summary and quotes provide an overview from the comments provided in the 
listening sessions. A link to the full minutes from each session is provided at the end of the 
document. 
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Engaged Partners 
We have a devoted core of volunteers, and many of those on these listening sessions have 
been involved with the A.T. for as many as 20 years. Proof of their commitment is shown in the 
clear strength in maintaining the Trail in their section, but other aspects of A.T. management 
were less heralded, signaling potential growth in those arenas. From a partnership perspective, 
the bottom line is that we cannot take our foot off the gas when it comes to clear, consistent 
communications and cooperation in achieving the responsibilities we all share for the Trail.  
 
Successes to Share! 
The quantitative analysis provided in this section is still reliant on qualitative data. Unless a club 
expressly mentioned an activity as a success in response to the question “What is your club 
doing well?” it was not captured in this section. Keep in mind that successes provided here rely 
on who participated from each club, their involvement, or how other answers were gathered. 
This summary only highlights the biggest trends; see individual club notes for details on other 
achievements.  

I’m awfully proud and feel that the opportunity to work on and be a part of the AT is 
something that I cherish. When I tell people I’m a maintainer on the AT when I’m out west 
people look at me like I’m a god! 
 

 Trail Maintenance topped the list of successes. Most clubs, 27 of 30, let us know 
they’re doing a good job of maintaining their section of the Trail!  

 Hiking/Activities Programs: 9 clubs recognized their strength in planning, organizing 
and leading hikes and other activities, some of these clubs noted the sense of 
camaraderie and socials aspects of their club.  

 Boundary/Corridor Responsibilities: 29% of clubs, 7 of 24, with corridor boundary 
responsibilities say they’re doing a good job on this front.  

 Working with new audiences, including colleges: 5 clubs highlighted this in response 
to the question, “What are you doing well,” but as many as 12 clubs mentioned later in 
the listening session that they have projects or activities under way to reach new 
audiences.  

 Communications and Online Presence: 8 of 17 clubs that referenced their use of 
social media and web promotion during the listening session feel they’re having 
success with this.  

 
Opportunities 
The listening sessions asked the question, “If you have any unmet needs, what are they?”. 
Answers to that question are included below, so are needs that were identified in other 
segments of the listening sessions, particularly in arenas of outreach, volunteer or club 
development, and clubs’ dreams for the future.  
 

 Club Development – Volunteers & Leadership: 15 clubs expressed interest in either 
needing new volunteers or a succession plan for current leaders. A few expressed 
interest in club organizational matters, such as insurance and liability. Many 
acknowledged the Volunteer Leadership Meeting as a good tool for leadership of their 
clubs.  

 Reaching New Audiences: 14 clubs asked for some sort of guidance for best practices 
in how to reach new audiences. Interest ranged from techniques in marketing and social 
media to insurance or demystifying rules for working with youth, but the greatest demand 
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was to hear what’s working for other clubs. Even among clubs who are already have 
projects underway to reach new audiences, there’s an interest in learning more.  

 Trail Skills Training: 14 clubs expressed interest in an array of skills trainings, including 
hike leadership, Leave No Trace, rigging, side-hilling, wilderness first aid, rock work, 
cribbing, safety, and hazard-tree assessment.  

 Saw Safety Training: 9 clubs felt like they needed greater support in this arena, while 7 
clubs expressed they have sufficient saw trainings to meet their club’s sawyer needs.  

 Natural Resources: 6 clubs expressed interest in gaining more familiarity in rare, 
threatened, and endangered species and appropriately handling invasive-exotic species.  

 What’s Available: 20% of clubs felt like they didn’t really know what kinds of trainings 
might be available. 

 
Partner Relationships 
Appalachian Trail Conservancy 
 
Positive: 17 clubs (57%) reported feeling adequately supported by their respective regional 
ATC office.  
 
Needed Improvements: 23 comments from 14 clubs show that the most common ways ATC 
could better support its clubs is with regular communication that occurs early (9 comments) and 
helping with the LMP process or review (6 comments).  
 
Appalachian National Scenic Trail (APPA) 
Eight clubs (27%) didn’t specifically answer the question related to APPA and instead most 
often chose to direct their response to their local land management partner’s support of their 
club (see below). Of the 22 clubs who responded: 
 
Positive: 4 club responses (18%) reported feeling adequately supported by APPA.  
 
Neutral: Of 8 club responses, three asked what APPA is and others seemed unsure of APPA’s 
role.  
 
Needed Improvements: 18 comments from 12 clubs show that the most common ways APPA 
could better support its clubs is with more timely compliance review for projects (6 comments), 
improved communication (3), adequate law-enforcement staffing (3 comments,) and adequate 
staff overall to achieve necessary work (3 comments).  
 
Other Land Management Partners 
 
Positive: 9 clubs that work with the USFS reported feeling adequately supported by that 
agency. NY-NYTC reported feeling supported by the state agencies it works with. SATC feels 
supported by the game commission. TEHCC feels supported by TVA. WTC feels supported by 
DEWA. AMC-Berkshire feels supported by Mass. DCR. 
 
AMC-Conn. would like to strengthen its relationships. SMHC would like more collaboration with 
GRSM. AHC would like to work through the permits required of them to work or lead hikes on 
game commission lands. PATH feels they would benefit from a consistent approach from the 
two USFS districts with which they work.  
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It remains critical that Conservancy resources support these clubs as we work together 
in tandem through our separate but inextricably linked growth cycles. The pairing of our 
non-profit organizations with their powerful combined volunteer and professional 
contributions to the Trail help our public agency partners and all who participate and 
partake of hiking opportunities along our trail corridor and beyond. 
 

Similarities and Differences Analysis 
 
Clubs with paid staff v. all volunteers: In terms of what they reported doing well, both clubs 
with paid staff and all volunteers are in close alignment in terms of reporting success in Trail 
maintenance, boundary/corridor work, and online presence/communications. All volunteer clubs 
cited hikes/activities (35%) and community engagement (23%) as strengths, while clubs with 
paid staff did not specifically highlight those as successes. Both paid and all volunteer clubs had 
nearly equal interest in learning about reaching new audiences. The most distinct differences 
were in interests for Trail Skills Training (paid at 25%, volunteers at 50%), Saw Safety Training 
(paid at 50%, volunteers at 23%), volunteer/club development was sought by 58% volunteer 
clubs, but not mentioned by clubs with staff.  
 
Regional Similarities & Distinctions: In terms of successes, must club responses were in line 
with Trailwide trends highlighted as successes above, with few exceptions. 71% of VARO clubs 
report strength in hikes/activities programming and 60% of SORO clubs report strength in 
reaching new audiences. In terms of needs, VARO’s club requests for trail skills training was 
highest at 71%, MARO’s club requests for saw safety training was highest at 55%, and SORO’s 
volunteer/club development requests was highest at 80%.  
 
A.T. Communities 
18 clubs and 25 different people or references believe the A.T. Community program is 
beneficial. Many stated that it is of benefit generally, not as a specific asset to the club. The 
numbers in parentheses indicate number of clubs/number of references. The main themes 
pulled from the A.T. Community question include: 

 A.T. Communities raise awareness of the Trail on a local level (14 clubs/18 
participants) It’s not just hikers trying to do it, it is truly the bigger community. That can’t 
but help the A.T. I’d love to support any community that would have interest in our 
section. 

 Support to the Club - could be maintenance, members, etc. (12/13) …we participate 
annually in their events. We picked up five new members at the last event. 

 Local partnerships are important (10/11) Every time someone falls down or starts a 
fire, these are the community resources that get called out to handle this. They don’t 
collect taxes on all this work they do on NPS lands. They don’t get any thanks, except 
from us. 

 Support long distance hiking experience (8/9) Our two local communities have been 
as productive as possible in providing services to hikers as they’re able. 

 Changing perceptions within the community (6/7) They got wind that hikers had an 
opinion [the Community] was unfriendly and they found out about that and changed it - 
and that process of becoming designated was a framework to make a 180 turn around 
and now it is a really friendly community; huge support of network for hikers. 

 AT Communities raise awareness of the Trail to the local residents (5/7) A.T. 
Communities are important to the Trail because they try to bring awareness of the Trail 
to the local residents. 
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 Reach out to youth (5/5) [The community] has introduced young people to the trail - 
backpack loaner program, earth day and kid activities. 

 Not feeling involved (5/5) Technically we signed the paperwork … gave a 
recommendation. We haven’t had a lot of contact with them; we could probably partner 
more with them …. 

 Clarity in terms of expectations needed (4/4) I’m not sure what their expectations 
were. 

 Pride in heritage (3/3) It has brought us into the community and built a great amount of 
trust and relationships - it shows we are here to help support them. It is part of our 
heritage and they are proud of it. The program is a great way to represent the hiking 
community - they can still speak on that behalf even if they aren’t hikers. 

 
Broader Relevancy 
Much like a long distance hike, organizational change for diversity, inclusion, and equity is more 
about the journey than the destination. A diverse organization develops capacity to empower 
diverse leadership, programs and build relationships to learn from diverse cultures and people. 
Transformation is an evolving process that is what one club member described as “a tough nut 
to crack” and requires intentional effort – at all levels and in all aspects of our cooperative 
management system.  
 
The ATC’s current defined value for diversity states (see website): We are committed to 
supporting and sustaining a diverse organization that is fair, inclusive, and respectful.  
Through the listening sessions, staff, Board, and Stewardship Council interviews, and surveys 
we hope to align a definition of diversity that will reflect our organization, partners, and values in 
a way that will move us toward a more inclusive culture that will welcome all Americans to 
appreciate, sustain, and protect the Trail for centuries to come.  
 
Defining Diversity  
ATC finds it important to define diversity to assure we have understanding of what we want to 
accomplish, and to establish competencies that will provide guidance on skills needed.  

We have to be open, inviting and welcoming to all with interest, but we can’t just recruit 
people to say that our club is diverse. I think that is a terrible mistake to make. 
 

21 clubs and 34 references show that age was by far the most important component to defining 
diversity. Multiple clubs simply answered How Does Your Club Define Diversity? simply with 
“anyone under the age of 70!” Eleven (18 references) clubs stated that they welcome all, and 10 
indicated that they didn’t define it at all. Nine clubs referenced ethnicity and a few added gender.  

Having younger members to recruit younger members would be helpful. Can you rent 
some? Or hire them? 

 
Barriers and Challenges 
Themes coming out of the questions around barriers and challenges to reaching out to new 
audiences and youth include: 

 Competition with other things, e.g. school calendar, families, schedules, other 
opportunities, etc. (15/16) 

 
 Making connections (13/17)  

We’re not sure how to reach diverse groups. 
What can we do and where can we go to reach out to younger people?  

http://www.appalachiantrail.org/home/about-us/mission-vision-values
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 Little diversity within the area (8/8)  
Given where we are…, it’s largely white communities. We don’t have a diverse pool 
to draw from. 

 Only episodic (7/7)  
The struggle is how to perpetuate their participation. I’m not sure how to get people 
to stick around. They come but don’t necessarily get involved and stay involved with 
committees.  

 Liability (5/8) 
 Cultural differences and challenges (5/6)  

We need to go into those cultures and find those who are interested to mix with our 
own culture. 

 Awareness about club—lack of promotion-confusion with big clubs (3/3) 
 

A few other comments included challenges with distance to the Trail, financial costs, historical 
challenges and white privilege, electronics, and the need for more education about public lands. 
 
 
Best Practices 
ATC needs to show the way just like they did with trail building, maintenance and protection. 
As noted previously, the majority of clubs would like to see best practices and hear what is 
working for other clubs. Listed below are some examples of what we heard throughout the 
listening sessions. These are a snapshot of much more that is happening at the club level.  
 
GMC: Young Adventures Club; manages AmeriCorps member to engage college students. 
AMC Berkshire: AMC Teen Crews; Greenagers in Great Barrington 
NYNJTC: A.T. Community maintains the boardwalk; We have a big program with stewards 
watching over our trailheads that see over 2000 people a weekend, in their 30s.  
MRATC: Hopes to work with Emory and Henry College, which provides a class and credits for 
thru-hiking, to add a service component with the club in order to complete the course.  
PATH: Biannual Boy Scout work days; local college outreach and workdays; high school senior 
service project. 
PATC: Partner with Shenandoah Youth Association and Groundwork USA to bring youth groups 
to the Trail for service; work with local schools. SATC: Every year we co-host the IronMaster 
Challenge – all the funds go to the maintenance of the hostel. We’ve gotten (431 members) – it 
brings younger and older people to volunteer. They become aware of us and join as a result. 
MCM: Working with the A.T. Community, graffiti removal project.  
TEHCC: Work with colleges and universities for trail work; alternative spring break with high 
school students from NY; Hard Core. 
NHC: TTEC School Hikes; Hiking 101 with schools; AT Community engagement; Family Hiking 
Day events. 
WTC: We do a Hike-Across-Delaware events (spring and fall). We provide kayak training to the 
community. Many new members come in through those activities. 
GATC: Partner with school districts to take classes out on the Trail; partner with Boys and Girls 
club and other multicultural organizations for trail activities. 
CMC: Youth Partner Challenge 

http://www.outdoors.org/publications/outdoors/web/kids/teen-trail-crew.cfm
http://duncannonatc.org/hawk-rock-cleanup-success/
http://tehcc.org/tag/hard-core/
https://www.facebook.com/nantahalahikingclub/photos/a.302446983273458.1073741843.290396704478486/439750926209729/?type=3
https://www.facebook.com/nantahalahikingclub/photos/a.302446983273458.1073741843.290396704478486/439750926209729/?type=3
http://georgia-atclub.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=139:gatc-outreach-initiatives&catid=33&Itemid=684
http://www.carolinamountainclub.org/index.cfm/do/pages.view/id/340/page/Youth-Partner-Challenge
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MATC: Trail Crews and SCA.  
ODATC: Idea in the club’s hopper: Dedicating one of our monthly work trips to invite groups to 
come. 
 
Time to Dream Big for the Future 
Our final question focused on what clubs envision for themselves in the future. In response to 
the question “Wouldn’t it be great if…” clubs gravitated most toward these response categories: 
having enough resources to do their work; having enough volunteers and members; permanent 
protection for the A.T.; diversity is commonplace on the Trail; all hikers have good ethics; if 
there was a better understanding for the unique nature of A.T. management.  
*For an in-depth look at club listening sessions visit the Google Doc Folder.  
 
 
 
Next Steps 
The ATC is working to develop a comprehensive training catalog, and will soon implement a 
series of webinars to share best practices of the great work you all are doing. Please complete 
the webinar interest sheet and return it to ATC no later than Nov. 23. Also, please continue to 
share your successes with us, so we can keep it top of mind for upcoming training series.  
The Volunteer Leadership Conference is being held in August 2016, and participation is 
recommended for each club. It’s an excellent venue for club leadership development, swapping 
ideas and information with other club leaders, and meeting ATC’s Next Generation leaders.  
 
The ATC’s Next Generation Advisory Council will also help advise and support clubs to make 
connections with new audiences. 
 
The Broader Relevancy action team will be drafting a definition of diversity for the ATC, as well 
as developing statements to add into our job descriptions, volunteer opportunities, documents 
and information.  
 
The greatest way ATC can improve is to continually strive for excellence in communications with 
volunteers since it is an essential component to any successful relationship.  
 

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0Bx6OKOUYFml6flY0b2lYVGtxRGRSNXJTemVOSXJvRjZleTVWcVhHRkpkR3dCMmNDdXNoenc&usp=sharing


 

Thank you for providing feedback.  
Please submit completed forms to ljoyner@appalachiantrail.org following RPC meetings. Return by Nov. 23.   

 

Training Webinars & Best Practices 
During the ATC’s listening sessions with A.T. clubs in 2015, clubs asked to hear more about the best practices of 
other clubs so they can begin to build off of what is already working. The following are some course options that 
address needs identified during the listening sessions.  

Please rank your club’s interest in the following areas based on priority from highest (1) to lowest (16). Your 
response will help set the schedule for ATC’s 2016 Webinar series. Please return your club’s form to your ATC 
regional office staff no later than your regional RPC meeting. Write-in webinar topic also welcome.  

Club: ________________________________________________________ 

 What’s APPA? – An introduction to who’s who at the Appalachian National Scenic Trail park 
office and what they’re up to.  

 Intro to Identifying Hazard Trees – Provides an overview to hazard tree awareness and 
process for risk assessments for overnight sites.  

 Best Practices in Using Meet-Up – Learn tips and tricks from people successfully using this 
social-media platform for hosting events and activities.  

 Working with Colleges – Spring Break and Fall Orientation trips – Learn how other clubs are 
successfully organizing work trips for colleges.  

 Information on the Hiker Education Accreditation Program – Hear ATC’s visitor education 
initiative to partner with individuals, clubs, communities, or businesses to equip new hikers with 
the best information for well-prepared, well-informed enjoyment of the A.T.  

 Best Practices in Graffiti removal – Hear effective methods other clubs are using to remediate 
graffiti.  

 Best Practices in Shovel-Ready Volunteer Opportunities – Gain step-by-step plans for 
running a smooth work-trip for a large group of new volunteers, from recruitment to day-of project 
management.  

 The Importance of Hosting Local Partnership Meetings – A sharing round-table on best-
practices for partnership meetings and collaboration.  

 On Trail Education: An intro to Trail Ambassadors, Alpine Stewards & McAfee Knob Taskforce 
activities. 

 Bringing New Audiences to Your Club, a primer – Hear best-practices about initiatives 
working to engage youth and diverse audiences in A.T clubs.  

 Hike Leadership Training / Planning a Family Hiking Day Event  
 Next Generation Advisory Council Report on the Volunteer Leadership Meeting -- Gain 

insight into the greatest take-aways from this club leadership development conference – great for 
club board members and new volunteers!   

 Volunteer Recruitment: Reciprocity & Understanding Motivations – This is a primer on 
recruitment and will touch on retention of new volunteers.   

 Club Roundtable: Insurance – who has what coverage and why  

 Utilizing Interns – Learn about ways clubs can utilize the skill and resources of young adults to 
expand club impact.  

 Social Media 101 – A marketing primer on using social media to get the word out about events, 
activities and news. 

  
 

What is the best way to notify your club of upcoming training opportunities?  
 
 
What time of day would be best for a web-based training? (Morning, Noon, Afternoon, Early Evening)  
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